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Abstract:- In Data Warehousing, Extraction-Transformation-Loading (ETL) are the key tasks that are responsible for the extraction of data from several sources, their cleansing, customization and insertion into data warehouse [10]. More specifically ETL tools are category of specialized tools with the task of dealing with data warehouse cleaning and loading problems. These task are very critical in every data warehouse environment, It is observed that ETL and data cleaning tools are estimated to cost at least one third of effort and expenses in the budget of the data warehouse [1,11], another evidence shows that ETL process costs 55% of the total cost of the data warehouse [1,12]. In this paper, we focus on the problem of the definition of ETL processes using xml in order to make this framework more generic and capable to deal with heterogeneous source systems. We described the framework that extract data from various heterogeneous source systems and carry it in xml files, later on data cleaning is performed using few predefined xml templates, predefined functions and ultimately data is loaded into data warehouse as per warehouse schema.

1. Introduction
Data warehousing systems integrate information from Transaction Processing Systems (TPS) into a central repository to enable analysis and mining of integrated information but it can be only achieved when we have all possible information from various TPS, if it is standardized and cleaned. Information must be with no missing values, no extra and varying symbols, no inconsistent codes and duplicates. Normally customized applications are used to perform this task that are designed keeping in mind the source system as well as destination systems structure and hierarchy. In this proposed framework extraction is performed using component that is customized in nature for each source database named extractor that extract the data from relational databases using SQL command and present it in the xml document. Second module named Cleansing Engine operate on these xml document and by using some predefined xml templates based on business rules it standardize and clean the data. Finally the standardized and cleaned data is mapped to the central repository of warehouse through Mapping Engine. Complete model is shown in figure 1.

Significance of this model lie in introduction of two generic components named Cleansing Engine and Mapping Engine that are designed in such a way that user can customize them through few simple options at interface level to define the business rules and to achieve the desire results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 2.1 describes the Extractor Component in detail, Section 2.2 explains the Cleansing Engine of this model whereas Section 2.3 describes the Mapping Engine of this conceptual model and Section 3 brief overview of the GUI. At end section 4 consist of conclusion & section 5 is about references.

2. Framework

2.1 Extractor
This component of the model is an initiator that is responsible to extract data from various TPSs. This component has as many sub units as many TPSs exist in the data warehousing environment. Each sub unit is customized for particular TPS needs and architecture. Each sub unit extract the data from respective TPS and convert that data into the xml format that is standard in this model to make it generic.
Let the one of the extractor deployed to extract data from a TPS where result record keeping is being managed as shown in the figure 2. This extractor sub unit application is customized in such a way that, it extracts the data using SQL commands and converts it into the xml document and makes this document available to the Cleansing Engine as input to perform the cleansing operation at generic platform. Xml schema documents also provided with xml instant document or xml documents as in figure 5 & 6. These xml schema documents are actually those documents that were created by the customized Extractors those have complete information about a related xml document.

An xml document generated by this sub unit application is shown in figure 5. This document is organized in such a way that it has not only attribute name with their corresponding values but also has other necessary information such as type of attribute, length of attribute, either it is primary key or foreign key, attribute is not null constrained or not. This information is stored in tagged attributes of the xml documents and will be helpful in cleansing operations in later stages.

### 2.2 Cleansing Engine

This component of the framework is generic in nature. It means, it is flexible enough to clean data by simply adjusting some parameters through a user friendly interface that are part of this proposed framework. Cleansing Engine is provided with various xml templates with corresponding schemas shown in figure 6. Each template is being generated through user instruction specified through the interface, where each template is responsible to perform the cleansing against particular error.

As shown in figure 3, the document generated from relational databases using extractor is provided to this component with specification that what kind of cleansing operations are required. Here XML templates can also be used for extra instruction for a particular document during cleansing. However various cleansing functions are provided in the function library of the cleansing engine. These functions are designed by keeping in mind all possible cleansing errors. Errors may be of types such as missing records, wrong codes, wrong information entered in the source system, duplicate records and unnecessary symbols [2].

Various methods are already devised to cope with these errors [3]. These methods are following.

- N-gram Sliding window for Spell errors
- Missing values determination
- Outlier for extra symbols detection.
- Inconsistent code detection
- Duplicates detection
- Name and Address cleansing
Details about each method are available in [3]. Lot of other methods and algorithms are already devised can also be used [4, 5].

Library contains the functions based on these pre-devised methods. Cleansing engine calls these functions and pass as parameter, the xml document, related schema and xml template if required. This cleansing process continues in pipelined fashion as shown in figure 4. This pipelined fashion helps to save time using parallelism.

2.3 Mapping Engine

Mapping the data from source to destination demands series of activities, but hard coded modules in various models make this process very rigid [9]. However in our proposed model, it is tried to overcome these issues.

All the cleaned xml documents are handed over to the last component of this framework called Mapping Engine. This component is also instructed by the user interface to map the data to destination. It map the xml documents to the destination with the help of xml schema, it collects all information (about relationships, attributes, their types and field length etc) of elements (named entities in relational databases) from schema and map them on data warehouse. But this is not an easy task, in order to achieve it accurately; mapping engine is instructed in detail, about the kind of model being used in data warehouse, about all possible calculations and aggregation function that are required on data that is available in xml document. Once all constrains are defined, using the SQL commands with the support of the X-Query commands (used for xml operations) documents are mapped to the data warehouse. Other query languages for xml documents can also be used such as UnQL [6, 7].

Let us assume that a star schema is being used in data warehouse that is final destination of the data, mapping engine map the xml document files into target schema by separating the master element for fact table and detail elements for the dimensional tables [8] using specified querying languages.


As mentioned earlier that significance of this model lies in a fact that it provides the cleansing and mapping operations using a non-customized platform through user-friendly graphical user interface. The xml documents that extracted from any relational database (it may be Oracle, SQL Server and Access etc) can be now operated on this non-customized platform. The model will treat each document without any distinction of its RDBMS because now it’s in generic xml form. Model makes this process simplest by introducing a graphical user interface where user can demand the cleansing operation from the application through few simple instructions at GUI. Likewise the mapping can also be provided through the same GUI through some simple instruction at same interface.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we have focused on the problems of definition of ETL stages and provided a framework for their conceptual representation. We have proposed a novel conceptual model that is using xml support and generic in nature. Most specifically user can specify all the cleansing and mapping rules using GUI. Designer and programmer can establish a generic cleansing and mapping engine using any 4GL. It may be possible that performance is degraded but main feature of this proposed model is generic handling of critical issues of cleansing and mapping.

No doubt performance has been very critical issue in each application. But it is also a known fact that generality always affect the performance. That’s why every non-customized product has lesser performance than special purpose product. However in case of this model, approach of pipelining mention in section 2.2 can be used to exploit parallelism that can compensate the performance to some extent, also indexing can be used to improve the performance while processing the xml documents for specified operations.

Application that would be developed using this model must be generic enough that covers almost all cleansing and mapping requirement, but this can never be done in single step. An iterative enhancement of application with increasing needs can make a perfect
non-customized commercial application to perform these tasks.

Figure 5: XML Instant Document

Figure 6: XML Schema Document
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